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When we were 
spinning up a strategy 
to bring in some Agile 
coaches, Hyperdrive 
was the first company 
we thought of.

ABOUT NIKE

Nike is one of the most iconic brands 
in the world, with over $47 billion 
in sales. The company, founded in 
1964, is today the most valuable 
sportswear brand in the world and 
is ranked 89th on the Fortune 500 
list. Starting in 2017, the company’s 
digital transformation plan led to 
doubling their share price by 2019.

While Nike had adopted Agile as a method prior to our engagement with 
them, the practice hadn’t been extended across the organization. As a 
result, the leadership was seeing only pockets of improvement. As part 
of Nike’s innovation strategy, which included reducing time-to market, 
the company’s leadership planned to increase their agile capabilities. 
Their aim was to increase the overall agility of the organization in an 
effort to 1) improve team engagement, and 2) reduce costs.

With a history of proven Agile success at Nike, Hyperdrive was Nike’s 
first-choice partner. In 2021, the Consumer Digital’s leadership group 
decided to shift the product team composition to enhance their agility 
and adoption of agile methods. Hyperdrive co-created, designed and 
supported a sustainable plan to transition the team’s Scrum Masters to 
upskilled Agile Coaches. To replace their Scrum Masters, the leadership 
team made the unique choice to coach their product teams to own the 
roles and responsibilities of the Scrum Master within the team itself. 

Hyperdrive trained and developed 30 Nike Agile Coaches over the 
course of the engagement, located across the world. In addition to 
the OPEX savings of over $4 million, the Nike Consumer Digital arm 
was able to focus their efforts on meeting the larger company goals of 
increasing innovation and reducing time-to-market for their deliverables. 
Moreover, Nike surprised Wall Street with strong 2nd quarter growth 
following the engagement. An analyst reported, “We believe Nike’s Q2 
performance proves the brand remains strong, margin drivers are intact 
(Direct to Consumer / Digital) and global demand is healthy.” 
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